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EDIT ORIAL DEPART MENT NOT E
In the early development of cost accounting for ma nu fa ctu ring,
unit produ ct costs were for some time the primary, and in some
ca ses, the sole objective. T h e u se of cost a c co u n ti ng for cont rol
pu rposes wa s a later step. In the development of cost accou nting
fo r th e se ll in g a n d a d mi ni st ra ti ve fu n ct io ns t he o rd er see ms t o ha ve
been reversed. Considerable ha s a lready been done by cost accountants
in developing methods for the control of these expenses, but little
ha s bee n d one in dev elo pin g m eth ods for d eterm ining unit costs per
order. No doubt a ma jo rity of companies still follow the pra ctice
of a p plyi ng th ese expen ses a s a perc enta g e of fa ctor y cost or se lling
price. Possibly the Robinson - Patman Act, with its requ irement
tha t price differentia ls be ju stified on the ba sis of cost, will stimu la te
a h ea l thy de vel opm ent in th is field of accounting. T he two a rticles
in this issu e of t he Bu lletin shou ld prove helpfu l in this development.
T he fi rst of these articles describes a p la n for determining distribution costs on a sta nda rd cost basis. T h e a u thor of this article
is R. M. S a bi n, Wo rk s Acc ou n ta nt fo r t he Wa lk er Mfg. Co ., Ra cin e,
Wis. Aft e r his gra du ation from the Sta te Tea chers College at
Whit ewa t er, Wis., M r . Sa bin did gra d u a te work in economics and
statistics at the Universities of Ma rqu ette, Wisconsin and Chicago.
F o r seven years prior to 1929 he wa s Hea d of the Commercial
Depa r tment s of Hi g h Schools in Asheville, N. C. a nd Racine, Wis.,
and du r i ng a p a r t of this period, a nd continuing until 1934, lie had
cha rge of th e I ndu str ia l Ac cou nti ng Div isi on of the Racine Evening
Schools. Since 19 29 , Mr. Sa bi n ha s b ee n wit h th e W a l k e r Mfg . Co.
as W o r k s Accou nta nt.
Ou r second article deals with office activities, a nd is by A. C.
Fa rrell, of the Dennison Mfg . Co. of Fra mi ng ha m, Ma ss. Mr .
Fa rrell is a gra d u a te of the University of Michiga n a nd has done
gra du a te work both at his Alma Ma ter a nd at the University of
Pittsbu rgh. At the latter institu tion and at the Ca rnegie Institu te
he served as In st ru ct or a nd Assi st a n t P r o fe ssor o f Accou nting and
Commercia l Engineering. Fo r t h e p a st t e n y e a r s h e h a s b e e n He a d
of the Ac c o u nt i n g D e p a r t m e n t of the De n n i so n Mfg . Co. Mr .
Fa rrell is the a u thor of several papers on a cco u nt ing a nd ma na gement su bjec ts, ha s sp ok e n be for e sever a l cha p ter s o f th e Assoc ia t ion
and is a t th e p r ese nt ti m e Pre si den t of ou r Boston Cha pter.
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STANDARD DISTRIB UTIO N COSTS
By R. M. Sabin, Works Accountant,
Walker Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis.
RABLE progress has been made in the past ten
CONSIDE
years toward the perfection of factory cost accounting. Such
progress as has been made has been la r gel y due to th e use
of standards of performance, or standards in the attainment of
results. The use of these methods has been a large factor in
insuring proper relative manufacturing costs at all times under
all conditions. Good factory systems in applying fixed charges
have always given proper effect to the quantities produced. Therefore, it seems reasonable and proper that some system of distribution costing should be devised that will give effect to the quantities
of a particular product distributed to the various customers in
their respective trade classes.
Prevailing Practice in Distribution Cost Accounting
The method most commonly used today is to determine the
relation of the total distribution expenses to the total factory cost
or sales value and to apply such costs to each individual unit in
the ratio that the total distribution expense bears to the total factory cost or total sales value. The method has no scientific background; it is a relationship, not a basis; and under it the same
amount of distribution cost is applied to each and every commodity
where the factory cost or sales value is the same, in spite of the
fact that one item may always be distributed in lots of five and
the other in lots of twenty -five. It would seem then that proper
effect should be given to quantities taken in relation to fixed
distribution costs as is now given to quantities produced in relation to fixed manufacturing costs.
Most of the present -day accounting is what might be termed
"expense accounting." It is true that we have income accounts,
but they are generally kept in total. The various items of expense are collected, totalled and deducted from the total gross
income to arrive at a net result. If there is a net gain or loss it
is difficult to tell just what product or products contributed to the
417
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gain or loss and to determine the weight carried in the contribution.
This situation has been recognized and an attempt has been
made to alleviate it somewhat by modern sales analysis methods.
The usual method, however, assumes that all products showing
a gross profit after the deduction of factory costs are profitable,
and that in no way can the distribution activities produce a loss
unless a product is sold under severe competitive strain. Such an
assumption is contrary to the facts. Total net income consists
of a lot of profit items confused with a lot of loss items. The net
result is a mystery with a happy ending if there is a profit on the
total year's business.
Let us assume that we have a business with costs as follows:
T o t a l fa c t o r y c os t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total distribution c o s t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 50 0,0 0 0
$ 50 0,0 0 0

In a manufacturing plant all costs of doing business can be
allocated to these two activities, as these are the only two functions performed.
The Need for Unit Costs of Distribution
Why do we go to a grea t deal of bother t o set up a fact ory
cost system to record costs, establish burden rates, set standard
time, collect manufacturing costs, determine variations of every
nature, and set up idle plant figures for one cost of $500 ,000
while we apply the other $5oo ,000 cost arbitrarily according to
the sales dollar or factory cost dollar? It would be equally sensible to set up a distribution cost system with all the above features
of the factory cost system, and apply the factory costs to the distribution cost upon a percentage of the distribution cost or sales
dollar. Does it sound equitable and fair, assuming the sales dollar method of application, that every item selling for a dollar
must have the same distribution cost, that every five dollar item
must have the same distribution cost, or that every item having
the same sales price must bear the same burden because of the
similarity in sales price?
The trouble is that a percentage of the sales dollar is not a
cost, but a relationship to sales price. The percentage of sales
418
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dollar method assumes that all sales effort is in relation to the
price, despite the fact that some articles may be sold in quantities
of one and the other articles in quantities of ten. It would seem
that the only time the sales dollar percentage method would work
is where the product is sold a unit at a time, and then of course
the distribution cost can be determined rather exactly. Of course,
it will be argued that in a great many businesses, the percentage
relation of distribution cost to sales dollars is small, probably
only ten or twenty per cent rather than fifty per cent as in the
problem stated. This, of course, reduces the amount of error, but
does not correct it. There is still no cost, but only a relationship.
It would seem that, in the problem as stated, it would be as
important to establish a unit distribution cost as it would a unit
factory cost, and to recognize the fact that these costs are in no
way interdependent. If the functions are as far apart as the
planets, why should the costs bear any relationship? If, then,
it appears desirable to establish unit costs for one function as well
as the other, one may ask how we are to go about it. It is believed that the method and procedures as outlined on succeeding
pages will work well, since they are based on the same fundamental cost principles as is our factory cost accounting.
Fixed Charges and Unit Costs
It might be well at this point to review some of the fundamental
concepts of cost which are employed in modern factory cost accounting, especially with reference to the application of fixed
charges. In the establishment of hourly burden rates, either
man -hour rates or machine -hour rates, the fixed charges are
divided over the hours. We are not thinking of the fixed charges
such as depreciation, taxes and insurance which would apply individually against a particular machine, but about organization or
capacity expenses, other and apart from those mentioned. We
have in mind those expenses which must be apportioned over the
hours, such as salaries and administration expense of the factory
activities. This hour rate establishes a very important factor
in determining cost, it being a constant and the quantity of product produced during a unit of time being a variable. The relation
of one to the other establishes the cost. In other words the cost
is determined by the rate of movement at which the product
419
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passes through a uniform fixed charge as shown by the following example:
Un i f o r m
Line
Charge

6

$3.00

Unit
Fixe d
$

Average No. of
Units ordered
each time

Cost
.50

3

3.00

1.00

20

3.00

.15

Classification of Distribution Costs
One of the most important principles in cost accounting is
this principle of relativity in plants where a great variety of products are manufactured side by side, intermingled at every tarn
of the manufacturing process. If this theory for applying fixed
charges is fundamentaly sound in factory cost accounting, it
certainly is equally sound for distribution activities, if we can
find a method of application. Our method is to first establish cost
factors and group together all of those items of expense which
are to be applied on a similar base. These groups are as follows:
i— Direct sales expense
A— Salesmen's commissions and expenses
B —Sales discounts
C— Excise taxes, if any
D— Advertising
These items are paid for, with the exception of advertising,
on the basis of the sales dollar, and are so applied. Since our
advertising can be charged directly to the product, it is included with the group and is applied as a percentage of the
sales dollar.
Freight, shipping and packing expense.
These items are paid for on a pound basis and are so
applied.
2 —

3 —Order line charges
A —All distribution salaries
i— Executive salaries
ii— Customer accounting
420
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iii — Credit department
iv— Billing department
v —Order department
B— Catalogues and price lists
C— Stationery and printing
D— Traveling expense (not salesmen)
E —Other expenses (not manufacturing)
F— Research and development
Arplication of Fixed Costs of Distribution
In the third group we have the fixed charges applicable to distribution. For the most part, they consist of salaries and are on a
time basis. Catalogs and price lists are fixed charges for the
year issued. Research and development are considered fixed
charges in that they represent future profit insurance. The balance of the items are expenses attendant upon items that are fixed
items and are so included.
These fixed charges must be spread over the orders received,
and must be allocated and prorated to the different classes of customers from which the orders are received. Repair part orders
are not considered here, inasmuch as they represent a service
attendant upon distribution of a product. All expenses incidental
to service are deducted from the gross profit of repair part orders
and the net result deducted from total fixed charges. We distribute to four trade classes, and these four trade classes must
absorb the fixed charges directly applicable to them and also a
proportionate share of expense that cannot be applied directly.
The order of procedure from this point on is to make an order
analysis for at least a six months' period, such period to represent
a normal one for all products distributed currently. An example
follows:
Trade Class

A

Orders received
8,000
........
Lines per order.
Order lines billed... 16,000
Fixed charges
$48,000
Per order ...
.................... $6.00
Per order line
$3.00

B
2,000
4
8,000
$18,000
12.25
9.00

...............

421

C
3,000
1
3,000
$9,000
00

V3.00

D
3,000
3
9 000
$18,000
00
,00
1

16,000
2y
36,000
$93,000
5.81
.60
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Calculation of Unit Distribution Cost Illustrated
A further sales analysis for the same period will show the
number of lines billed to each particular trade class for each
product, as for example:
Product
X
Y
Z

Trade Class A
Lines Billed Units Billed Line Ratio Line Cost Line Charge
100
4,000
600

600
4,000
1,800

6
1
3

$3.00
3.00
3.00

$ .50
3.00
1.00

Unit distribution cost of Product X is determined as follows:
Determined Cost Factors
Sa l es pr i ce, ea ch . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
Dir ect sales expen se ...................
Shipping weight, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freight, shipping and packing expense..
Lin e ch ar ge, Class A ..... .............

$6.00
IO%
5

lbs.

$2.80

CWT

$3.0 0

From above cost factors the distribution cost is computed as
follows:
$ .60
Direct sales expense I o % of $6.00..... .
.14
Shipping, etc. 5 lbs. at $2.80 C W T . . . . . . .
$3 .0 0= 6
.50
Line charge
.................
Tota l un it di str i buti on cost .. . .. . .. .

$1.24

For Trade Class D we proceed as below:
$4.50

of $ 4 . 5 0. . . . . .
Direct sales expense Io
Shipping and packing 5 lbs. @ $ 1.50 CWT
Line charge $2. 00 = 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ •45

o'

Sales price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freight, shipping and packing expense..
Shipping weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lin e ch ar ge, class D .. ... .. ... ... ... ..
Line rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total unit distribution c o s t . . . . . . . .

1.50

5lbs.
$2.00
20

.075

to
$ .6 2 5

Tables of units taken are worked out for each trade class as for
Trade Class A shown above. Where special expenses are to be
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added to a product in any trade class, the line charge is worked
out and added to the regular line charge. For example:
Regular line charge, Trade Class A......
Special expense allocated to Product S
$4, 00 0 =2 00 lines billed of Product S.
Line charge Product S to Trade Class A

$3.00

20.00
$23.00

Where a class of product is of such a nature that it runs
radically out of line as to number of lines per order, a separate
table is prepared for the product. We have several of such products, one where the lines per order is always one, and another
where the lines per order is a great deal more than the average.
One will readily note that the number of units per line is an
average of all the units sold of a product in a trade class, but
where a customer is above or below this average he immediately
establishes a unit distribution cost to himself which may be favorable or unfavorable and produces losses or gains on his orders.
Also a particular territory may show up very poorly in the number of units taken for all classes of product and all orders from
that territory may be unfavorable as to profit.
Application of Standard Distribution Costs
Up to this point we have talked about the establishment of
standard unit costs taken from a standard line cost, such cost
determined by finding the rate of velocity and comparing it with
this line cost for a period of normal operation. The next thing
to be done is to apply these standards to a month's distribution
activities. This is accomplished by the use of the card illustrated
on page 424, one card being made out for each order received.
This card is punched at the same time as the sales analysis
cards are punched, and the information up to the trade class
column is taken from the master card used for punching the sales
analysis. From then on the information as written on the card is
recorded.
423
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Reports Prepared
At the end of the accounting period, tabulations are made up as
follows:
r— Customer

Order Value

Net Profit

Product
Classification

To determine profit by customers.
Territory
Customer
Sales
Net
Product
Value
Profit Classification
To determine profit by territories.
3— Product
Sales Value
Net
Lines
Classification
Profit
Billed
To determine profit by product classification.
4 —Order
Factory
Direct
Freight
Line
Value
Cost
Sales
Shipping
Charges
Expense
To determine expense applied and unabsorbed expense.
5 —Order value
Orders under $3.00
Orders under 5.00
Orders under io.00
Orders under 2o.00
Orders under 5o.00 etc.
To determine statistical value of orders.
2 —

A continuing check every three months will establish current
distribution costs, and show up the products falling off, orders
received, lines billed, and units per line.
It is believed that the use of the above, or similar methods, will
accomplish a great deal in the way of establishing more scientific
methods of finding true costs and doing away with methods that
apply costs to every dollar of sales uniformly to any trade class.
It does away with the fallacy that its costs one hundred times
as much to handle a $i,000 order as it does a $io order. Such
reasoning cannot be logical in the face of our knowledge of
fixed costs. In fact, a percentage method ignores the very existence of organization and capacity costs.
If you will set up your distribution costs as to fixed and
variable, you will find the greater proportion of your distribution
costs to be fixed items of expense that are far more rigid in their
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fixed character than manufacturing costs of similar type. In a
great many businesses the salesmen's salaries and their expenses
are fixed charges for their particular territories or trade classes,
and where this is true, all that is necessary is to move this item
from direct sales expense to order line charge expense.

STANDARDS AND WAGE INCENTIVES FOR
OFFICE ACTIVITIES
By A. C. Farrell, Hea d, Accountin g Department
Dennison Manufacturing Co., Framingham, Mass.
N the half century of American business development extend outstanding growth
in the numbers employed industrially in so- called "white collar"
occupations. The trend of this growth far outran the growth
in population or of that part of the people employed in business.
There are many reasons for this; the principal ones, without
doubt, being the trend toward larger business units and the consequent increase in specialized routine jobs. This has, within
the last part of the fifty -year period, been intensified by the
development of semi - automatic office tools and machines. Althe country has, without
though the number of clerical workers
doubt, been decreased considerably during the period of rapid
change since 1930, there is no evidence to show that relative to
the total of employed persons, there has been any change in these
tendencies.
Whatever the cause of this growth, as concerns expanded, added
and more complex clerical services arose; more accurate facts
about business became necessary; accounting and internal statistics became of greater importance and cost accounting as a definitely functional part of management had its inception. This
has all been to the good. Surely none of us will maintain that
as a whole the spread of cost accounting knowledge and doctrine
has been unimportant. However, there has been a most serious
sequel to this growth of "paper work." In a great many plants
its expense represents a very real factor in the overhead cost.
in

I from 188o to 1930 there took place an
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Several Approaches Possible
There are several approaches to this problem of reducing the
cost of clerical operations. One may start with the proper selection and placement of employees. This is the approach of the
personnel manager, employing industrial psychology, a new
science, the importance of which is being more and more emphasized. The start may be made by finding various mechanical
means of doing clerical work, by the study of the proper flow of
work and the elimination of useless operations and repetitions.
We may begin by carefully analyzing the work performed by each
person, finding a standard of production for each job, and from
this basis setting up a wage system, or other incentive plan which
will insure the maintenance of this standard. And finally we
may attempt to achieve some measure of cost control by use of
cost standards.
This whole problem is fundamentally no different from that
which production management has had to face. From 188o to
1918 the outstanding demands in most factory organizations were
first more production and then lowered costs. The factory manager, often aided and assisted by the cost accountant, first attempted to solve this problem by the use of mechanical devices,
the purpose of which was to get more work per man -hour. Having taken this step, lie was forced to go further and plan the flow
of work, and in many instances today uses standards of human
performances and incentive wage systems.
As the "paper work" of industry has increased, office equipment
and machinery have been developed. Some attention has been
paid to the proper planning of clerical work and today some few
concerns are beginning to look into the subjects of performance
standards and proper wage schemes. The cost accountant, with
his own professional tools being developed along side of and as
a part of scientific management, should have been the first one to
have seen this development in the clerical end of his organization.
For some reason, or more truthfully stated, for no reason whatsoever, he has failed to sense a situation in his own office which
exactly parallels the one out in the shop.
I am not going to attempt to cover this whole field of reducing
clerical costs by the use of methods similar to those found to be
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successful in manufacturing. Bat I am going to describe something of what can be accomplished in the clerical work of a
medium -sized company by the use of standards of performance,
incentive wages, and to some extent standard costs.
The Problem Outlined
In our company the problem of keeping clerical costs as low as
possible is a very real one, because of the nature of the product
and of the many classes of customers to whom it is sold. We
have several thousand items, many of them with little likeness to
other items in the line except that they have been converted
from paper. These products are sold to many varying types of
customer —many thousands of them —every kind from the smallest
retail shop to the largest and most highly developed manufacturing concern.
And now a few figures, illustrative of the volume that is
handled. These figures were compiled some few years ago and
although conditions have brought some reduction in volume, the
figures remain relatively true. At this point, I might digress to
say that in spite of an experience, common to most of us, of
reduced sales, much of our paper work has continued at a disproportionate rate to our sales and production volumes. In the
customers' ledger there are from 125,000 to 150,000 accounts of
which approximatel y 33/ per cent have open balances at any
one time. A little under 400,000 orders, sixty per cent calling for
stock goods and forty per cent for specially made merchandise,
are handled each year. About 500,000 invoices are sent out during
the year. Our credit, collection and adjustment correspondents
alone write 2oo,000 letters a year. Because of the nature of the
business and its volume, we have a clerical personnel which is
over ten per cent of the total employees, and this does not include
clerical workers intimately connected with production processes,
such as production planning clerks. You can see, I think, the
importance to us of reducing office costs.
In telling you something of our experience in establishing time
standards, my first step will be to describe briefly the general
procedure which is followed.
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Analysis of Work and Time Studies Leading to Standards
In studying a job for the purpose of establishing standards, an
analysis of the work performed is made in order that the methods
followed and the layout of the working unit shall be made standard and uniform for all clerks. This study, which is made with
the assistance of the supervisor in charge of the work, often
uncovers points which had previously gone unnoticed. The
supervisor in most cases has been prevented from seeing them
because he is too close to the job or because he is hampered by
the use of traditional methods. This is the first saving which is
made and, of course, can be made whether or not anything further
is done in the nature of establishing standards.
Following this analysis and the consequent corrections in
method, time studies are taken. In making the time study, a
record of stop watch readings is made showing the elapsed
time for each element encountered. This stop watch record is
continued for the various employees doing the work, until a
sufficient amount of data has been accumulated to enable the time
study clerk to arrive at a fair average for each element of a job.
In calculating the standard time, of course, all unusual instances
are eliminated. If some operator has taken an unusual length
of time, either far above or far below the average, such an instance will be disregarded. So also will be any other irregular
elements, such as small delays caused by the operator, or questions
relative to the time study. To the flat time average finally found,
in all cases there is added an allowance to cover slowing up due
to fatigue, minor delays and personal liberties.
From the standard time for doing each element is made up
the final standard for the whole operation. This we usually
express in terms of time per one hundred to one thousand operations. The number of operations in a job, of course, depends on
the complexity of the work. The fewer to which the job can be
reduced, the smaller the cost and the less difficult it is to measure
the clerk's work. The standard of time we thus find needs, I
think, a little explanation. Our standard, which we call ioo per
cent, does not represent perfect performance, nor even a good
rate of work. More nearly a standard time allowance is the
minimum performance which will be accepted from a clerk who
429
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is qualified to do the work of a job. At least I 2 0 per cent is
expected from the average clerk, and the superior worker will,
of course, attain a much higher percentage of the standard.
The Incentive Plan
Although arriving at a standard gives us a yardstick with which
more accurately to gauge the effectiveness of our workers, we
believe that full benefits cannot be derived from the use of the
measure unless it is definitely hooked up with the clerk's pay.
Therefore on our routine jobs the following wage plan has been
established:
Each clerk is given a basic wage, the amount of which is dependent on the rating of the job and the skill and personal
qualities of the person. For performance less than or equalling
standard the clerk will receive only this basic rate. For all time
saved he will be paid a bonus, sharing with the company the
savings thus made. This bonus is calculated as one half of the
percentage of time saved, applied to the basic rate. An example
of this may more fully explain it. If a clerk performs in seven
hours work on which there is a standard time allowance of eight
hours, his percentage of savings will be approximately fourteen
per cent. He will receive, in addition to his basic time pay for
seven hours, a bonus equal to seven per cent of his seven hours'
pay.
This plan was adopted because we felt it was a conservative
plan, was fair to the employee, but at the same time protected the
company in case standards were incorrectly set, or in case minor
conditions changed the job sufficiently to allow undue production
percentages to be made. We believe it has worked well.
The Extent and Operations to Which Applied
This system of measured production and payment has been
extended to many different kinds of jobs in our organization,
until today with a total clerical personnel exclusive of supervisory and staff workers of over three hundred persons, there
are approximately sixty -six per cent whose work is governed in
this way. A few examples of the jobs on which standards have
been set are:
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In the correspondence department
Dictation of letters
In the transcribing department
(a ) Transcribing of dictated matter from dictaphone reproducing machines.
(b) Typing, i. e. of reports, filling in form letters, stencil
cutting, etc.
In the accounts receivable department
(a ) Posting on bookkeeping machines.
(b) "Stuffing" the ledgers; i.e., filing in vouchers and offsetting cards preparatory to actual posting.
(c) Writing cash vouchers from customers' remittances.
(d) Reconciling customers' remittances.
In the billing department
(a) Adding and calculating.
(b) Writing of invoices.
(c) Checking of invoices.
In the order department
(a ) The operations of recording and classifying orders are
on standard time.
(b) The rewriting of customers' orders when necessary is
done under this system.
In the tabulating department the jobs of coding and of card
punching.
In the accounting department many jobs have been studied.
The Results Obtained
I want to tell you a little of our experience in these last two
groups. In the tabulating department we had a group of girls
who were giving us good production compared with records of
similar departments in other plants furnished us by representatives of the machine companies. However, after the installation
of standards our production increased amazingly. We were able
to reduce our crew of card punchers by thirty -five per cent. An
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example of a big day's work on this job may not be out of place
here. I do not give this as a typical case, but as an outstanding
performance. One girl, the best on the job, punched in one day,
work which amounted to 186 per cent of the standard, punching
or verifying 967 28 -hole cards and 7,195 18 -hole cards. This
volume was about thirty per cent above this clerk's average production rate. She maintained consistently an average of about
15o per cent.
In our accounting groups, as I have said, we now have standards on several jobs. I will again give just one or two examples
of the results of setting standards.
On one job of posting cost records on an accounting machine,
it formerly took the full time of the operator, plus about thirty five per cent of the time of a helper who prepared the work for
her. After installing standards, the machine operator did the
full job in approximately eighty per cent of her time.
On a job of costing special orders there were three clerks
and a supervisor spending one hundred per cent of their time.
After standards were set, this group was reduced to two clerks,
each of whom spent not more than fifty per cent of her time on
this work.
One of the jobs in the cost department was the assembling and
filing by order numbers of departmental work and cost sheets for
orders made to customers' specifications (our so- called special
orders). When shipment was made, these cost sheets were matched
to an invoice copy and pulled from the file. We had four girls
doing this work. After standards were set there was one who
did the whole job in eighty per cent of her time. It is interesting to note that the work of this job was done in several divisional
accounting offices and included in the standard for the job was a
time allowance for walking from one location to another.
Advantages of Incentives Based on Standards
In practically all cases this system has been a decided success.
In general four advantages have made themselves evident:
1. Higher earnings per employee
There have been average increases of twenty to twenty -five
per cent in the wages of all employees working under stand -
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ards and in some individual cases much greater advances than
this. For example, one girl in the accounts receivable department went from $zo to $34 per week in a year and a half.
z. Lower unit costs per operation
This has evidenced itself in decided decreases in the expenses
of the departments in which a large percentage of workers are
now on standard time and by a smaller personnel in these departments. For example, when standards were installed in
our accounts receivable department there were eleven posting
machine operators. There are now seven of these clerks. In
this case, this has meant not only a reduction in personnel, but
also the release of four pieces of expensive equipment.
3. Simplification of supervision
The chief clerks and supervisors no longer have to spend a
considerable part of their time on disciplinary problems. The
employees become their own disciplinarians. Talking, time
spent away from their work and inattention are largely eliminated because of t he loss in wages which will result from
stopping for these things.
4. Reduction in number of errors
It may seem strange to hear me say that the greater production
per clerk, the less errors are made. But this is none the less
true with us. Whether the closer attention paid to the job or
some other factor is the cause of this phenomenon, we do not
know.
Some Disadvantages and Difficulties
There is, of course, another side to this picture; it's not all
rosy -hued. There are certain disadvantages and difficulties.
It has been our experience that, at first, we met with considerable opposition from both the clerks and the immediate supervision of any group in which rates were to be installed. It i s
perhaps natural that those on a job should feel there is something
in that job which will make it impossible to analyze and standardize it, so that final standard time allowances can be set. One
hears a lot about the special qualities which it is necessary to
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slowly.

possess in order to do that job; about the mysterious something
which makes that particular job impossible to measure. There
may be such jobs among routine clerical workers, but our experience has so far not uncovered them and it is believed that although the unit of measurement and the incentive to accompany
it will probably not be the same as we have been able to use
hitherto, before we are through with the work of installing measured production some kind of measure will be found for every
major clerical job.
Then, of course, another source of opposition is the fear on the
part of the workers that they are to be worked too hard. It is
true that in some cases greater production can be gained only
through harder work. However, most of the savings are made
through better utilization of the clerks' time and the elimination
of delays, about which they do not bother themselves normally.
But when these delays mean loss of income, the personnel of a
department will insist that its management take steps to eliminate
them.
Most of the difficulties of the installation period can be surmounted by tact and patience until the system is at first grudgingly and then finally enthusiastically accepted. But the installation period is by no means the equivalent of a picnic and there are
times which certainly "try men's souls." I do not want to give
too optimistic a picture of this part of the problem. Above all
We
one must not be impatient, for results come very
estimate that the maximum benefits will not be attained until a
department has operated under standard time conditions for at
least a year.
One principle which we believe to be of prime importance in
establishing confidence among the members of any group on
whose work standards are being set is the guarantee of the rates.
Under no circumstances will any of our rates be cut, unless conditions or methods change. At the same time, we stand ready to
increase at any time an allowance found to be unfairly set.
Another possible disadvantage which may arise is, of course,
the tendency, especially at first, to sacrifice quality for speed. We
have been able to govern this to our own satisfaction. Accompanying our counting and measuring of work is strict inspection
for quality.
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Another disadvantage which may be mentioned about any
system of piece rates, scientifically set or not, is the increase in
miscellaneous personnel to handle counting or measuring, inspection and calculating of wages. This is a very real disadvantage, although so far the savings which have been made on
the jobs operating under our standard time system offset many
times this added expense. Care must be taken, however, to keep
the wage plan and the measuring plan as simple as possible and
to refrain from installing rates in departments in which ultimate
savings cannot be made.
We are led to believe that all of these disadvantages are more
than offset by the very real money savings that may be made; by
the resulting simplification of the supervisory problem; by the
increase in quality, due probably to closer inspection; and by the
raised level of the type of personnel on the job, due to the increase
in wages.
Conclusion
In closing this discussion I think I may well quote from correspondence which I had a year or so ago with an executive of a
manufacturing concern situated in a part of the country other
than New England. This gentlemen wrote us inquiring about
group standards and incentives rather than individual ones. My
reply represents our attitude on this phase of the subject. He
wrote:
" W e a re advised that you r compa ny has pa rt of its clerical force
on a n incentive remunera tive basis. W e a re contempla ting putting
different sections of ou r office on a grou p incentive plan but before
going a hea d, wou ld lik e the opinion of those who ha ve ha d inc enti ves
in u se, in respec t t o:
1. T h e attitu de of the employees to incentives.
2. Whether indiv idu a l incenti ve is better tha n g rou p.
3. Wha t you r compa ny think s a bou t the incentive pla n now tha t it ha s
been in u se for so me tim e."

To these questions I replied:
1 . I thi nk the a t tit u de of ou r employees can be best illustrated by
the protest which we ha ve received in several instances when it has
been necessa ry to remove clerks from jobs for which sta nda rds had
been set and on which there was opportu nity to ea rn additional
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remu nera tion, to those on which no sta nda rds had been set and
wh er e th e c le rk ha d to wo rk o n str a i gh t wa g es. Of co u rse, when you
first tackle the job of establishing sta nda rds a nd incentive wa ges,
there will be considera ble a mou nt of protest a nd difficu lty encou ntered.
Howeve r, if the situ ation is ha ndled ta ctfu lly and firmly in the first
instances, su ch protests and difficulties will be reduced to a small
a mou nt on jobs on which new sta nda rds a re established a ft er the
scheme is well established in the office.
"2. I think as a whole the individual incentive scheme is probably
more su ccessful than grou p schemes. W e ha ve some gro u p schemes
tha t a re opera ting fa irly well, Especia lly on jobs where the counting
of individu al opera tions is something of a ta sk , a nd where the clerks
can help one a not her in their work , the grou p method does seem to
opera te with success, althou gh in most instances we fa vor the individu a l i ncentive over th e grou p.
" I We a re so str ongl y i n fa vo r of th e u se of sta n da r ds a nd inc ent ive
wages for clerical work ers tha t even though there is a considerable
investment necessa ry in the ta k ing of time - stu dies in esta blishing ra tes,
we a re going ahead with ou r incentive scheme in the office even
u nd er pre se nt bu sine ss conditions. W e ha ve proven that every dollar
invested in the esta blishment of these rates is returned to us a good
ma ny fold by t he redu ced unit cost for clerical opera tions. W e have
been able to ma ke dra stic redu ctions in nu mber of personnel, and
hence in clerical cost in ou r organiza tion du ring the present period.
T hese redu ctions have more tha n kept pace with the redu ction in
volu me of business, and we firmly believe that withou t the use of
sta nda rds scientifically set a nd incentive wages to enfo rce them, we
would ha ve been unable to have ma d e th e sa v in gs which we have."
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B I B L I O G R AP H Y

STANDARDS FOR DISTRIBUTION AND OFFICE COSTS
N. A. C. A. Publications:
Allocation of Distribu tion Expenses by Classes of Pr od u c t by Use of
Sta nda rd Ra tes. J. Ross Smith. Sec. I, September 1, 1933. (Ou t of
print.)
Control of Ma rk eting Costs T hr ou gh the Use of Sta n da r ds.
Frey. Sec. I, September 15, 1935.

Albert W .

Dev elo pm ent of S ta n da r ds fo r t h e Control of Selling Activities.
C. Greer. Se c. I , Ma rc h 15, 1932.

Ho wa r d

Problems in the Development of Sta nda rds for a Sma ll Bu siness Selling
to Consu mers. C. Ho wa r d Kna pp. 1933 Yea r Book, pp. 292 -311.
Problems in the Development of Sta nd a r ds of a Sma ll Bu siness Selling
to Produ cers. T ho ma s M. McNiece. 1933 Yea r Book, pp. 266 -83.
Setti ng of Sa les Sta n da r ds.

J. A. Willa rd,

1929 Year Book, pp. 146 -75.

Sta nda rd Costs fo r the Control of Distribution Activities.
schmidt. 1931 Year Book, pp. 73 -85.

E. J. Gold -

Sta nd a rds for Selling Activities in a Mea t Pa ck ing Company.
C. Greer. 1929 Year Book, pp. 175 -85.

Ho wa r d
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